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DewEze is incorporated as interest in 
hay handling equipment grows.

1974 | DewEze Manufacturing

DewEze produces the 265 bale bed insert 
with the arrival of the round bale. This 
electric-hydraulic equipment is capable 

of moving two round bales at once.

1976 | 265 Bale Pikup

The two-bale rig Super Slicer expands the 
hay handling line by rotating the bale to 
the “soft spot” and slicing into a swathe.

1979 | Super Slicer

A watershed year: DewEze introduces its 
first bale bed - the 200 Series - at the 

1984 Kansas State Fair.

1984 | 200 Series

1994 | 660 Bale Loader

The 660 Bale Loader bolt-on unit comes 
to market, converting any flatbed into a 

big bale transport feeder. 

1975 | Bale Bus

DewEze unveils the Bale Bus, the first-
of-its-kind loader, to pick up and haul 

more than one big bale at a time. 

1968 | Hay Monster 

Dewey Hostetler, a Kansas farmer, invents 
the Hay MoBale in an effort to move small 
square bales from the field to a flatbed.

1979 | Hydraulic Power Systems

DewEze Hydraulic Power Systems begin 
production. The hydraulic systems originally 
designed for moving bales later drives other 

commercial enterprises.

1983 | 165-I

DewEze’ Bale Pik-up technology is applied 
to tractors with the release of the 165-I 
Bale Hugger. This innovative design later 

expands to skid steers.

02 | Harper Heritage 

HISTORY
i n  t h e  h e a r t l a n d 

1968 | Established



Ranchers turn their farm 
trucks into a versatile hay 
handling tool with the 300 

Series Bale Bed. 

1996 | 300 Series

The Super Slicer II – the next generation of 
bale slicing equipment – is introduced as 
an innovative tool to feed long stem hay. 

1997 | Super Slicer II

1998 | Harper Industries, Inc.

An employee leadership group led by Tim 
Penner, President, acquires DewEze' assets,
initiating a period of profound growth and 

innovation as Harper Industries.

2000 | 400 Series

The first new product line introduced after 
purchase by Harper Industries, DewEze 

redesigns technology for the 400 
Series Bale Bed.

Another new product line – the 500 Series 
Bale Bed is released, accommodating dual 

wheel trucks.

2002 | 500 Series

2007 | HORSCH LLC

Harper purchases an interest in HORSCH 
activity in North America by agreeing to 
produce HORSCH tillage and seeding 
equipment at the HII plant in Harper, KS.

In classic DewEze style, the 600/700 Series 
Bale Bed redesign features an updated head-
ache rack, LED lights, Gatorhyde coating and 

new paint scheme on the arms. 

2009 | 600/700 Series

2013 | Pivot Bale Bed

Built with the same strength and style as 
the industry-leading Parallel Squeeze, the 
Pivot Squeeze opens and closes from 110 

to 34 inches wide.

DewEze expands its flatbed line, offering 
a 100 Series Standard Flatbed and a Reel 
Transport model, to serve various markets.

1998 | 100 Series & R/T Bed

DewEze establishes a position in the truck 
equipment market with the release of the 

1000 Series Standard Flatbed.

2015 | 1000 Series Flatbed

1996 | 365 Bale Pik-up

The 365 slide-in technology 
updates the unit from the 

original 1976 design.

DewEze®
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04 | What Drives You, Drives Us To learn more about these operations, visit www.deweze.com.

Rumley Farms 
Minco, Oklahoma

Nestled away about an hour southwest of Oklahoma 
City, you’ll find fifth generation cattle ranchers Orville 
and Sarah Rumley. Together with their son, Randy, 
and his wife, Jill, Rumley Farms cares for 600 head 
of commercial and Angus cattle. The Rumley cattle 
operation is spread across 25 different pastures, 
spanning 3,800 acres, requiring a great amount of time 
to appropriately care for each herd. 

“We operate DewEze Bale Beds because it saves us 
time and money transporting and feeding two bales at 
a time,” Sarah said. “A DewEze Bale Bed is the best gift 
my husband could have ever given me!”

DewEze Dealer:
Myers DewEze, Anadarko, OK

Eickhoff Family
Grass Range, Montana

The Eickhoff Ranch and Elk Creek Cattle Company grow 
in different directions, yet stem from the same tree in 
central Montana since 1911. Wanye and Ginger Eickhoff, 
and their son, Allyn, own and operate Eickhoff Ranch. 
Lyle and his wife, EDee, formed the Elk Creek Cattle 
Company in 1999. Together, both families trek across 
10,000 acres to tend to about 900 head of cattle. They 
purchased their first DewEze Bale Bed in 1987 to aid in 
backbreaking tasks. 

“It’s a lot easier and quicker to use a DewEze,” Wayne 
said. “I am 71 years old. We have cattle in several 
different pastures and it allows us to feed them in a 
timely manner.”

DewEze Dealer:
Tom’s Shop, Grass Range, MT

Lyons Ranch
Alta Vista, Kansas

Karl and Amy Langvardt have tended many cattle over 
the last four decades in the Kansas Flint Hills. Karl grew 
up at the Langvardt family’s sale barn, and Amy helped 
raise cattle with her family. Today, they co-manage Lyons 
Ranch, a 300 head Angus cow-calf operation, and help 
run the Langvardt family’s two livestock auction markets.

They bought their first DewEze in 1998. “We have always 
liked the design of the DewEze beds and how easy they 
are to use,” Karl said. “They protect the trucks and help 
us get our jobs done faster and better.”

“We travel a lot of miles, taking care of cows then getting 
to the sales,” Amy said. “The beds are key to us doing 
what we need to every day.”

DewEze Dealer:
Flint Hills Welding, Alta Vista, KS
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Hay Handling Equipment
The bale beds ranchers 
have relied on for years.



06 | 1000 Series Standard Flatbed

Heavy-Duty Steel Construction
The right bed to conquer any job, this 
innovative, heavy-duty steel construction 
design boasts superior strength-to-
weight ratio. Flatbeds are customizable 
with a square or beveled end depending 
on the workload. 

Illuminated LED Lights
High-quality LED lights improve your 
bed’s styling and lighting performance 
over stock tail light assemblies. You’ll 
notice a sharper, more focused LED 
light beam in the headache rack, side 
clearance and tail/brake lights.

Corrosion Protective Coating
All DewEze flatbeds are finished by 
applying Gatorhyde lining to the deck 
surface. This polyurethane coating 
creates a corrosion-resistant surface, 
designed to withstand treacherous 
weather and built to last.

2-Year Flatbed Warranty
DewEze beds consistently return the 
industry’s best resale value because 
of their durable and reliable steel 
construction. A bed built to outlast the
truck you put them on and also backed
by a two-year warranty.

Gooseneck with Flush Well Covers
The 1000 Series Flatbed is equipped 
with a 40,000 lb. recessed gooseneck
ball which includes an adjustable hitch 
placement. A receiver hitch and D-rings
complete the package to assist with all 
hauling needs.

Full-View Headache Rack
Specifically designed to fit the contour 
of the cab, the full-view, louvered headache 
rack offers another layer of protection 
for your rear window. Steel grab handles 
enhance your bed’s styling while giving 
you a helping hand on the job. 

For additional information on DewEze Flatbed features and options, 
visit www.deweze.com. Specifications are located on page 14.
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1000 SERIES FLATBED
sett ing the standard

While we’ve learned a few tricks since our first beds rolled off the production line in 1984, one trait has defined DewEze 
from the beginning – DURABILITY. DewEze beds forge ahead, no matter the size of the job or severity of the weather.



The traditional Parallel Squeeze is the foundation of 
our bale beds. The original DewEze Parallel Squeeze 
bale hugger on the market, it’s the bed that changed 
the way ranchers work in the field. With a grip capacity 
of 41 to 90 inches, the Parallel Squeeze is built to 

handle the heaviest jobs. Load. Haul. Unroll. 
Because your feed truck is a vital 

part of your operation.
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600/700 SERIES PARALLEL SPINNERS
Built to handle the heaviest lifting jobs, the 16 inch spinners
are sequenced with the arms to always move parallel to the bale. 
Smaller 12 inch spinners are also available for a tighter, more 
focused grip on the center of the bale. Spanning just a foot, 
these parallel spinners conveniently store in your toolbox when 
not in use. (optional)

BALE BED RISERS
600/700 Series beds offer risers to improve the efficiency of 
your feeding application. These steel components attach to the 
arms and hold the spinners, allowing for the bale to unroll closer 
to the core - reducing waste and allowing for the arms to lay 
flush on the bed deck when not in use. (optional)

HYDRAULIC KITS MANUFACTURED IN-HOUSE
The only flatbed to exclusively feature a clutch pump kit manu-
factured in-house, DewEze Hydraulic Systems run independent 
of your truck’s transmission. The kit components are designed 
for your truck’s horsepower requirements. 
(www.deweze.com/hydraulics/find-kit)
As an alternate power source, DewEze has expanded the options 
and serviceability of its E/H line, now offering three models.
(Standard, Heavy Duty & Hybrid E/H kits)

WIRELESS REMOTE
Change the way you work in the field with the DewEze wireless 
remote. Designed to run the functions of the bed regardless of 
the weather - from the comfort of your cab or out in the field. 
(optional corded remote also available)

Visit www.deweze.com to locate your nearest DewEze Dealer.
Specifications are located on page 15.

Bale Bed RISERS 



10 | 600/700 Series Pivot Squeeze

600/700 SERIES PIVOT SPINNERS
Our patented 12 inch swivel spinners keep the bale parallel 
while unrolling, converting into greater accuracy and coverage 
while feeding. (optional)

REAR HYDRAULIC COUPLERS
Rely on DewEze Bales Beds for more than just handling 
hay. Move or operate rear-mounted hydraulic equipment 
by simply tapping into DewEze’ pioneer fittings.

3100 LB. LIFT CAPACITY
All 600/700 Series Bale Beds include dual lift cylinders 
with a lift capacity of 3,100 lbs. Both the cylinders and 
tailboard are removable for servicing.

DUMMY ARMS
Solid dummy arms with tie-down hooks assist you with 
your hauling needs. The dummy arms create side rails on 
the perimeter of the bed when the bale arms are not in use.

DUMMY 
ARMS  

For additional information on the 600/700 Series features and options, visit www.deweze.com. 
Specifications are located on page 15.
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Engineered with the same strength and sophistication as 
the industry-leading Parallel Squeeze, this synchronized 
squeeze function moves bales more efficiently. The 
arms pivot open and close from 110 to 34 inches for a 

wider range of motion on various bale sizes. 

Get a grip and increase your coverage area with the 
patented 12 inch swivel spinner. Feed easy from the 
comfort of your cab with the wireless remote that comes 

standard with DewEze under-the-hood hydraulics.

Enjoy the durability and power of DewEze Bale Beds, 
designed for the road ahead.



12 | 600/700 Series Optional Equipment

Optional Flatbed Equipment
For additional information on the 1000 Series and 600/700 Series features and options, visit www.deweze.com. 

EXTENDABLE 
ARM BED

ACROSS-THE-BED & 
UNDERBELLY TOOLBOX

 HEADACHE RACK
SWING LIGHT KITOPTIONAL      LIFT BAR

 SIDE
RAILS



ACROSS-THE-BED & UNDERBELLY TOOLBOX
Made from the same heavy-steel construction, across-the-bed and underbelly 
toolbox options complete your storage needs. The underbelly toolbox features 
a step and rubber mat. (1000 Series & 600/700 Series)

LIFT BAR
Combine the lifting power of both loading arms to pick up pipe or pull yourself 
out of a mud hole. The lift bar is available for both Parallel and Pivot models to 
assist with miscellaneous projects around the farm. (600/700 Series)

HEADACHE RACK SWING LIGHT KIT
Fixed position light brackets or pivoting light brackets lead the way during 
after-hour tasks. Control the pivot light kit to illuminate anywhere you want 
to feed, or keep it flush with the headache rack when not in use. 
(1000 Series & 600/700 Series)

1000 SERIES SIDE RAILS
Easy-to-install steel side rails are available for each 1000 Series Flatbed to 
better organize and transport supplies. The side rails are specifically designed 
to fit each flatbed model by simply inserting the rails into the stake pockets. 
(custom order)

EXTENDABLE ARM BED (XRM)
Now extending an additional 20 inches on all models, the XRM places bales 
in round feeders or stacks bales in a row with ease. In addition to its reach, 
the XRM Pivot model arms range from 110 to 24 inches across.
(600/700 Series - requires XRM spinners and risers)

SYNCHRONIZED SQUEEZE (SSQ)
Finish your chores faster with the synchronized squeeze feature. Both arms 
open and close at the same time on all Parallel models, hitting the hay 
dead center every time. (600/700 Parallel Models)

CONTINUED BED SKIRT 
A look like no other, our heavy-duty, smooth bed skirts add appeal and 
value to your DewEze. (1000 Series & 600/700 Series)

Can’t find what you are looking for? Tell us about it.  
Email products@deweze.com to connect with a product manager.



1670
1670B

Truck Brand

Dimensions

Truck Model

Cab-to-Axle

Set-up Code

Weight (lb.)

7’1”
x 

6’8”

7’1”
x 
8’

7’1”
x 

8’10”

7’1”
x 

9’2”

7’9”
x 

8’8”

7’9”
x 

9’2”

7’9”
x 

11’

7’9”
x 

11’4”

8’
x 

6’8”

8’
x 
8’

8’
x 

8’10”

8’
x 

9’2”

8’
x 

11’

8’
x 

11’4”

Rear Wheels Single Single Single Single Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual

All
Short Bed

All
Long Bed

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &  
Newer

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &
Newer

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &
Newer

All
Short Bed

All
Long Bed

F-450
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

F-450   
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

40” 56” 60” 60” 60” 60” 84” 84” 40” 56” 60” 60” 84” 84”

All All Ford Ford &
Dodge

Ford All Ford &
Chevrolet

All All All Ford All Ford All

1,110
  1,100B

1,180
  1,170 B

1,260
  1,250 B

1,310
  1,300B

1,360
  1,350 B

1,510
  1,500B

1,630
  1,620B

1,760
  1,750B

1,110
  1,100B

1,230
  1,220B

1,360
  1,350B

1,510
  1,500B

1,630
  1,620B

1,760
  1,750B

Box
Removal

Box 
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis 

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Box
Removal

Box
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

1675
1675B

1677
1677B

1679
1679B

1682
1682B

1684
1684B

1687
1687B

1688
1688B

1770
1770B

1778
1778B

1782
1782B

1784
1781B

1787
1787B

1788
1788B

(B) Beveled Flatbed Model (rear end)            (All) truck brands referenced include Dodge, Ford and Chevrolet
*Each bed has a lift capacity of 3,100 lbs. and a 2-year warranty on the flatbed. 
**Any dual wheel cab chassis truck ‘98 and older will need a 682 or 687 model depending on the cab-to-axle measurement.

14 | 1000 Series Specs
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670
670p

Truck Brand

Dimensions

Truck Model

Cab-to-Axle

Set-up Code

Weight (lb.)

XRM Weight (lb.)

7’1”
x 

7’2”

7’1”
x 

8’6”

7’1”
x 

9’4”

7’1”
x 

9’8”

7’9”
x 

9’4”

7’9”
x 

9’8”

7’9”
x 

11’6”

7’9”
x 

11’10”

8’
x 

7’2”

8’
x 

8’6”

8’
x 

9’4”

8’
x 

9’8”

8’
x 

11’6”

8’
x 

11’10”

Rear Wheels Single Single Single Single Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual

All
Short Bed

All
Long Bed

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &  
Newer

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &
Newer

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &
Newer

All
Short Bed 

All
Long Bed

F-450
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

F-450   
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

40” 56” 60” 60” 60” 60” 84” 84” 40” 56” 60” 60” 84” 84”

2,020
  2,070 p

2,090
  2,140 p

2,170
  2,220 p

2,220
  2,270 p

2,270
  2,320 p

2,240
  2,470 p

2,540
  2,590 p

2,670
  2,720 p

2,020
  2,070 p

2,140
  2,190 p

2,270
  2,320 p

2,420
  2,470 p

2,540
  2,590 p

2,670
  2,720 p

2,200
  2,250 p

2,270
  2,320 p

2,370
  2,420 p

2,420
  2,470 p

2,470
  2,520 p

2,620
  2,670 p

2,740
  2,790 p

2,870
  2,920 p

2,220
  2,270 p

2,320
  2,370 p

2,470
  2,520 p

2,620
  2,670 p

2,740
  2,790 p

2,870
  2,920 p

Box
Removal

Box 
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis 

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Box
Removal

Box
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

675
675p

677
677p

679
679p

682
682p

684
684p

687
687p

688
688p

770
770p

778
778p

782
782p

784
784p

787
787p

788
788p

(P) Pivot Squeeze Model           (All) truck brands referenced include Dodge, Ford and Chevrolet
*Each bed has a lift capacity of 3,100 lbs., a 10 gallon reservoir, a 2-year warranty on the flatbed and a 1-year warranty on the hydraulic and electrical systems. 
**Any dual wheel cab chassis truck ‘98 and older will need a 682 or 687 model depending on the cab-to-axle measurement.

All All Ford Ford &
Dodge

Ford All Ford &
Chevrolet

All All All Ford All Ford All

600/700 Series Specs | 15

600/ 700  SER IES  BALE  BED



8 | 600/700 Series Bale Bed

REEL TRANSPORT
r e e l  b e d  f o r  r e a l  w o r k .

The DewEze Reel Transport Bed combines an integrated reel lift into 
a durable flatbed, creating a versatile unit for standard loads and 
fifth wheel towing. This unique design is the heavy lifter for reels 
and spools, making it the most cost-effective bed on the market.



Reel Transport Bed | 17

788R/T684R/T 687R/T 778R/T 782R/T 784R/T 787R/T

Includes all the classic features 
of the 1000 Series Standard Flatbed 
and same arm application as the 
600/700 Series Bale Beds. 

For additional information on the 
DewEze R/T features and options, 

visit www.deweze.com.

675R/T

Truck Brand

Dimensions

Truck Model

Cab-to-Axle

Set-up Code

Weight (lb.)

XRM Weight (lb.)

7’1”
x 

8’6”

7’9”
x 

9’4”

7’9”
x 

9’8”

7’9”
x 

11’6”

8’
x 

8’6”

8’
x 

9’4”

8’
x 

9’8”

8’
x 

11’6”

8’
x 

11’10”

Rear Wheels Single Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual Dual

All
Long Bed

‘99 &
Newer

‘07 &
Newer

‘99 &
Newer

All
Long Bed

F-450
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

F-450   
  F-550**

4500 &
5500

56” 60” 60” 84” 56” 60” 60” 84” 84”

All Ford All Ford &
Chevrolet

All Ford All Ford All

2,090 2,270 2,240 2,540 2,140 2,270 2,420 2,540 2,670

2,270 2,470 2,620 2,740 2,320 2,470 2,620 2,740 2,870

Box 
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Box
Removal

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

Cab & 
Chassis

682R/T

R/T RISERS
In addition to the stantard features that 
apply to the DewEze flatbed series, the 
R/T is equipped with a pair of steel 
risers which cradle the shaft. Simply 
secure your center bar with the provided 
pins, and you are ready to roll. 

R/T RISERS 

EXTENDABLE ARM BED
Backed by DewEze’ patented Parallel 
Squeeze technology, the XRM extends 
your reel transport reach another 20 
inches, tackling large diameter reels 
with ease. The arms hydraulically adjust 
from 41 to 90 inches wide. (optional)

EXTENDABLE 
ARM BED

(All) truck brands referenced include Dodge, 
Ford and Chevrolet

*Each bed has a lift capacity of 3,100 lbs., 
a 10 gallon reservoir, a 2-year warranty on 
the flatbed and a 1-year warranty on the 
hydraulic and electrical systems. 

**Any dual wheel cab chassis truck ‘98 
and older will need a 682 or 687 model 
depending on the cab-to-axle measurement.



18 | 660 Bolt-on Features

660 Bolt-on

The DewEze 660 Bolt-on unit has provided ranchers with a seasonal 
feed truck option by converting any flatbed into a bale bed since 
1994. With a lift capacity of 2,200 lbs., the 660 unit is designed to 
feed two round bales in one load, improving efficiency and saving 
costs. Need to remove the arms in a hurry? Don’t worry, the bolt-on 
conversion can be easily removed in a matter of minutes. 

PARALLEL SPINNERS
Engineered to provide the tightest squeeze, the 660 bale loader utilizes 
the patented Parallel Squeeze to grab and load bales. Spinners are also 
available for unroll feeding applications. (optional)

BALE PIK-UP RISERS
Ordered as a pair, the risers bracket onto the 660 arms and support the 
spinners, allowing you to get the most out of each bale you unroll. When 
the arms are not in use, the risers allow the arms to rest flush on the deck 
while the spinners are still attached. (optional)

Bale Bed RISERS 
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Harper Industries, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in specifications 
shown herein or add improvements at any time without notice or obligation.

Squeeze Cylinder

Lifting Capacity (lb.)

Construction

Lift Cylinder

Options

Power Source

Warranty

Dimensions

2,200

Heavy duty 6” square tubing and 3” x 4” parallel squeeze arms
Each pivot point has replaceable steel bushings

Weight: 800 lb.                    Length: 68”
Width: Arms Open to 92”      Arms Close to 59”

One (1) 3.5” x 29”

One (1) 2” x 34”

12-volt electric pump unit

1-year warranty on bolt-on unit and electrical system

Risers (pair), Spinners for unrolling (pair), Lift Bar 

EASY ACCESS GOOSENECK BALL
The unit bolts directly onto the flatbed deck, avoiding the gooseneck well. Easy 
access to the gooseneck ball means you won’t lose valuable utility when you buy 
a DewEze 660. 

HANDHELD CONTROL
DewEze 660 comes with a handheld remote control with a 20 foot cord, giving 
you the freedom to feed livestock wherever you want – from the great outdoors 
to the comfort of your cab.

STANDARD E/H UNIT
Powered by a self contained E/H unit, the bale loader offers easy installation, 
low maintenance and avoids taking up unwanted space in an across-the-bed or 
underbelly toolbox. 

Questions or concerns?
Email us at sales@deweze.com for further assistance.



16 | 165 Bale Hugger Features

165  Bale 
 Hugger
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Harper Industries, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in specifications 
shown herein or add improvements at any time without notice or obligation.

Attachment(s)

Arms Open

Arms Closed

Arms Closed 
(with spinners)

Warranty

Squeeze Cylinder

Spinner

Weight (lb.)

86”

53”

475

45”

3-Point Cat. II

Standard

Optional

1-year warranty

165-I

86”

53”

425

45”

Front-end Loader
Universal Brackets

Standard

Optional

1-year warranty

165-TL

86”

53”

480

45”

Skid Steer Attachment

Standard

Optional

1-year warranty

165-SS
Give your tractor or skid steer a lift with the 165 Bale Hugger. This broad 
attachment features DewEze’ patented Parallel Squeeze technology to securely 
grasp the sides or ends of the bale from 86 to 53 inches.  Universal brackets 
adjust to fit most front-end loaders. Utilize for range feeding, moving or unloading 
round bales, or when your truck can’t reach your herd during bad weather. 

Easy installation and trouble-free operation delivered by the leader in big bale 
hay handling equipment. 

Model

OPERATING CONTROLS
Raise and lower arms or grab bales from the comfort of 
the operator seat using the application's control station.

HEAVY-DUTY STEEL CONSTRUCTION
Extra heavy-duty steel construction adds strength and 
durability, lifting up to 3,000 lbs. 
(will vary with each application) 

PARALLEL SPINNERS
Hug, haul and unroll with spinners designed to keep the 
bale horizontal while moving or feeding. 

For additional information on the DewEze 165 
features and options, visit www.deweze.com.



Harper Industries, Inc. reserves the right to make changes in specifications 
shown herein or add improvements at any time without notice or obligation.

 Model Options

Pickup Lift Cylinder

Hydraulic Requirements
(minimum)

Flow Controls

Warranty

Dimensions

4’ x 18”

Dual tractor hydraulic outlets 
12-15 GPM flow at 1800 PSI

Working Width: 9’10”        Length: 12’4”
Transport Width: 8’6”         Height: 9’

Controls variable speed of sickle and slats

540 PTO Drive or Hydraulic

1-year warranty 



DOUBLE-BALE CAPACITY
Heavy-duty tubular frame construction for two-bale transport 
and feeding, even through the worst weather conditions.

PATENTED SICKLE GUARD
Our field-tested and patented sickle guard keeps the 
sickles close to the top guard, ensuring a clean cut. 

SELF-LOADING
The bale loading arm hydraulically lifts the bale into the 
feeding chamber, making feeding an easy job for any 
one-man operation. 

SLICER CONTROLS
As the bale is fed into the slicer, adjust the flow con-
trol valve for the feeder chain to match your hay type 
and manage sickle speed. Secondly, use your tractor’s 
control panel to operate the lift load arm and run the  
hydraulic table.

UNIFORM FEEDING
Because the hay is sliced – not flailed, chopped or 
shredded – you’ll feed with minimal leaf loss and dust. 
The DewEze Super Slicer II also allows you to slice and 
unroll your bales evenly into feed bunks and windrows.   

Aggressive enough to tear up a bale, yet gentle enough to preserve 
the leaves, the DewEze Super Slicer II delivers maximum strength 
and efficiency to feed your herd. The hydraulically-powered (or 
optional PTO) sickle slices through wet, frozen or tight bales with 
less waste and full bale feeding control.

Simply process hay into a windrow, bunk or directly into a square 
baler without destroying hay quality. Bales discharge quietly with 
minimal dust, and the leaves stay on the stem. Powered to lift, 
load, transport or feed using minimal horsepower – the Super 
Slicer is the most cost-efficient rebaling option in today’s market.

For additional information on the Super Slicer II features 
and options, visit www.deweze.com. 
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 �   620.896.7381
�  620.896.7129
�   sales@deweze.com
�   www.deweze.com

151 E. US Hwy 160   Harper, Kansas 67058, USA

            620.896.7381
                                620.896.7129
                                    sales@deweze.com
         www.deweze.com

     @DewEze_Mfg
     HarperIndustries

 FIND A HARPER DEALER 
Visit deweze.com/find-a-dealer/ today 
to locate your nearest DewEze Dealer.


